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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to analyze in detail the beginning
wind instrument class methods available at the time this study was done
in the Spring, 1958.

Since these methods are published primarily for

beginning bands in the public schools, music teachers who use them as
teaching materials should be familiar with the contents of each method
so that they can select those which best suit their individual needs.
Many teachers do not have time to analyze and become familiar with the
contents of all these methods and therefore are unable to select the
method which will provide them with the best possible teaching material.
As an aid in the selection of these materials, this study illustrates
the strengths and weaknesses of each beginning wind instrument class
method,
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
Method or Methods.
instrument class methods.

Method or Methods refer to beginning wind
These methods are for heterogeneous classes

of woodwind, brass and percussion instruments.

Definitions of any other

terms peculiar to the subject are given in the body of the text in con
junction with the individual aspects with which they may be associated.

-1-

-2DELIMITATIONS
This study covers only that material which is published for
beginning wind instrtament classes at approximately the fifth and sixth
grade level.

Individual wind instrument methods, or intermediate or

advanced methods are not included.

CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE OF ANALYSIS
In order to analyze the methods objectively, a standard was es
tablished upon which the analyses cotild be based.

The author consulted

Mr. Lloyd Oakland, Director of Music Education, Montana State University}
Mr, James Eversole, Director of the Marching Band and Instructor of Brass
Instruments, Montana State University} Mr. William Manning, Instructor
of Woodwinds, Montana State University} and Mr, Roy Lyman, Director of
Instrumental Music in the Public Grade Schools, Missoula, Montana,

The

standard which was then established was the combined ideas of these four
gentlemen plus some ideas of the author.
The standard was divided into nine separate areas with specific
criteria listed for each area.

The following specific criteria outline

the requirements for a good wind instr\iment class method.
Rhythmic Content;

should provide training in basic note values,

time signatures, syncopation and should teach rhythmic reading through
the use of rhythm patterns,
Melodic Content;

shotild contain different types of melodies such

as folk songs, nursery rhymes and excerpts from classical literature.
Much of the melodic material should be familiar to the students and pro
gressively provide examples of the problems mastered in the exercises and
in general challenge the ability of the students.

-3-

Basic Musicianship;

should teach fundamental musical terms,

basic theory and in general should develop fundamental rudiments of
musicianship•
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

should start the dif

ferent instruments in the easier part of their ranges and progressively
work toward the outer limits of each instrument.

Woodwinds should

start on notes which enables the students to hold the instruments se
curely, and brass instruments should not be started too low as this
may lead to embouchure problems when the middle and upper ranges are
developed.
Key Variety;

should provide training in different keys up to

and including three flats and two sharps - concert pitch.

New keys

should be introduced through use of scales, and training should be pro
vided in chromatics.
Conductor's Manual;

should provide fingering charts for all

instruments and give aid in the special problems of each instrument.
Fingerings for all instruments should be given with each new note. Materi
al should be written in open score and helpfiil teaching suggestions
given as new problems are presented.
Illustrations and Format:

should provide a fingering chart, and

fingerings for all new notes should be given only once.

Illustrations

and explanations should be clear and concise and notations should be
large and well spaced.

Qxianblty of Material;

should provide sufficient musical examples

so that there is enough exercise to master the problem involved.
Consistency of Developnient;
ment,

should promote consistent develop

Each new problem introduced must have a purpose in the overall

development.

Materials must be emplcyed which lead through growth to

more growth.
Total of Ratings:

the ratings of each separate area are totaled

at the end of each analysis,
RATING OF METHODS
Each of the nine areas listed above was allowed a maximum of
four points.

As each method was analyzed, it was allotted

points for

excellent, 3 points for good, 2 points for fair, or 1 point for poor
according to the extent in which the method in question satisfied the
criteria.

Thus, a method which satisfied all the criteria in all areas

would receive a total of 36 points.
By comparing any area of one method to the corresponding area of
any of the crther methods, one can easily determine the relative worth of
each method to any or all of the other methods.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSES
TITLE. . . . ACTION BAND COURSE
AUTHOR . . . E. Grady Brown
PUBLISHER. . Pro Art Publications
ADDRESS .

. West bury Long Island, New York

COPYRIGHT. . 195^, PAGES 31, COST Conductor fl.25-Parts $.U0
Rhythmic Content:

Most of the rhythmic training is limited to

whole notes, dotted half notes, half notes and quarter notes.
notes are introduced in the last three lessons.

Eighth

There is no training in

dotted quarter notes, dotted 8th notes, l6th notes or triplet figures
and there is very little drill material for any of the rhythmic problems,
The basic time signature of U/U is well presented and some train
ing is given in 3/U and 2/I|. time.

There is no training in Alia Breve

time, 6/8 time and 3/8 time.
There is very little training in tied notes and there is no
training in syncopation,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

The melodic content consists of very simple

nursery rh3rraes, folk songs and melodic exercises composed for this
method.
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little development of musical ability.

-7RATING - Poor - 1 point
Basic Musicianship;

A few musical terms are introduced but there

is no separate provision to teach basic musical terms or basic theory.
There is little or no training in phrasing, dynamics, slurs,
tempo and expression.

Harmonic training is limited to four short har

monized melodies.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Suitability to Individual Instruments!

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy part of their ranges.

The clarinet

and bassoon are started on open fingerings which gives the students no
chance to secure a firm grip on their instruments.

Brass instruments

are started in the lower part of their ranges which may lead to embou
chure problems when the upper regisrter is developed.
This method develops an inadeq\iate and very limited range for
all inst rument s,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;

A little training is provided in the keys of E flat

and B flat only.
There is no training in scales or chromatics and no scales or
chromatics are included in this method,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Conductor's Manual:

This maniial contains no fingering charts or

fingerings for new notes and gives no explanations of the problems
peculiar to each instrument.

-8All material is notated in four lines with C instruments on the
top line, B flat Instruments on the second line, Bass and E flat instru
ments on the third line and percussion on the fourth line.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with an

inadequate fingering chart which includes only those notes used in this
method.

Fingerings, for all new notes are given at the time the note is

introduced and explanations of new terms and problems are given when the
term or problem is introduced.
Notation and printing are clear and easy to read,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Quantity of Material;
l6 pages.

Student books are 5 l/2"x7" and contain

There are lU lessons with each lesson divided into approxi

mately 6 short exercises.
Most of the basic problems in rhythmic reading, key training and
basic musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical examples to
master the problems involved.
easily be covered in

The entire contents of this method could

or 5 lessons,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

Consistency of Development;

Development is very slow and limited

in this method,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-9TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
fair
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
10

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pts
pt.
pt.

TITLE. . . . THE BASIC METHOD FOR THE BEGINNING BAND
AUTHORS. . . Dale C. Harris and Fred N. Wiest
PUBLISHER ,

Educational Music Service Incorporated

ADDRESS. . . U3 West 6lst Street, New York 23, New York
COFYRIfflT. . 19^6, PAGES 3U, COST Conductor $U.50-Parts $1.00
Rhythmic Content:

This method adequately covers most of the

basic problems of rhythmic reading.

The basic note "values and their

respective rests from the whole note throu^ the l6th note are well
presented in progressive order.

Dotted quarter notes, dotted 8th notes

and triplet figures are also well presented.
The basic time signatures of h/h, 3/U, 2/U, 6/8 and Alia Breve
time are well covered but there is no material in 3/8 time.
There is good training in tied notes but very little training in
syncopation.

Several exercises in rhythmic drill are provided so that

the students may practice and compare the different rhythm patterns.
RATING - Excellent - U points
Melodic Content:

The melodic material is quite evenly divided

between familiar folk songs, nursery rhymes, Christmas carols and
melodies which were evidently composed for this method.
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhjrthmic problems, phrasing, slurs, dynamics and expression,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Basic Musicianship;

Basic musical terms and rudiments are listed

on two pages in the back of the book.
-10-

In addition, explanations of

-11terms and rudiments are given with the exercise which introduces that
particular term or rudiment.
Good training is provided in phrasing, dynamics, tempo, slurs
and expression.

This method begins in unison and then progresses to

two part, three part, four part and full band arrangements.
RATING - Excellent - U points
Suitability to Individual Instrrainents;

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy limits of their ranges.

The

bassoon and clarinet are started on open fingerings which give the
students no chance to secure a firm grip on their instruments.

Brass

instruments are started in the lower part of their ranges which may
lead to embouchure problems when the upper register is developed.
Special exercises are provided with lip slurs for brass instru
ments, register slurs for clarinets and interval slurs for the other
instruments.

At no time are the students forced into the difficult

ranges of their instruments,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Key Variety;

Most of the material is in concert E flat, B flat

or F and a few exercises and songs are in concert A flat.

One page

contains scales in concert B flat, E flat, A flat, D flat, F and C,
In addition, several exercises provide training in scales and chromat
ics,
RATING - Fair - 2 points

-12Conducrb or * s Mantial;

The conductor's manual is written in two

parts with each part covering one-half of the material.

The first

part provides fingering charts for each instrument, fingerings for all
new notes and detailed explanations of the problems pecxiliar to each
instrument.

All exercises are written in open score and helpful teach

ing aids are given with each exercise,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Illustrations and Format?

Each student book is provided with a

good fingering chart and fingerings for each note are given at the time
the note is introduced.

Explanations of rhythmic problems, musical

terms and rudiments are given at the time each one is introduced.

Il

lustrations and explanations are clear and concise and notation is
large and easy to read,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain 3h

There are 32 lessons, with each divided into approximately 10

exercises.

Lesson 10 contains 6 songs for concert material, lesson 17

contains S songs for concert material and lessons 29 through 32 con
tain a total of 11 songs for concert material.
used as solos, duets and trios.

Several songs can be

There are sufficient musical examples

to master most of the problems Involved,
RATING - Excellent - h points
Consistency of Dev^opinent;

The material in this method is pre

sented in logical order and is consistent in development throu^out,
RATING - Excellent - U points

-13TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Mtisicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

excellent
excellent
excell ent
good
fair
excellent
excellent
excellent
excellent

TOTAL POINTS

U
U
U
3
2
h
h
U
U
33

pts
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts

TITLE. . . . BEGINNING BAND MUSICIANSHIP
AUTHORS. . . Irving Gheyerbte and Edwixi M. Salzman
PUBLISHER. . Leeds Mnsic Corporation
ADDRESS. . . 322 West U8th Street, New York, New York
COFYRICBT. . 19^0, PAGES

31, COST Conductor $3.^0-Parts 0.8^

Rhythmic Content;

This method covers only part of the basic

problems of rhythmic reading.

The basic note values and their respec

tive rests from the whole note through the 8th note are presented in
progressive order.

There is no training in dotted 8th notes, l6th

notes or triplet figures.
The time signatures of h / h f 3 / h and 2 / h are the only time
signatures used.
There is some training in tied notes but no training in synco
pation.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

Most of the melodic material is either

familiar folk songs, nursery rhymes or melodies which were evidently
composed for this method.

There are a few excerpts from classical

literature but these are quite short and very simple.
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems, phrasing, slurs, dynamics, tempo and expression.
The melodic material does not appreciably advance in difficulty
and in general does not challenge the musical ability of the students.
To illustrate this, by the last lesson one of the most difficult songs
-lU-

-15to be presented is "America The Beaxrtiful,"
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Basic Musicianship;

Explanations of musical terms and rudiments

are given with the lesson which introduces that f)articTalar term or
rudiment.

There is no separate provision to teach musical terms or

basic theory as such.
Good training is provided in phrasing, dynamics, tempo, slurs
and expression.

Accents and articulation are also stressed in

several exercises.

Most of the exercise material is in unison but

much of the melodic material, beginning with the first lesson, is
harmonized,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

Most of the instruments

are started on concert F within the easy part of their ranges.
flute and possibly the oboe are started on A^,

The

The bassoon and clari

net are started on open fingerings which gives the students no chance
to secure a firm grip on their instruments.

Brass instruments are

started in the lower part of their ranges lidiich may lead to embouchure
problems when the upper register is developed.
At no time are the students forced into the difficult ranges
of their instrument,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Key Variety;
and F,

Most of the material is in concert B flat, E flat

Concert A flat is used in two lessons and concert D flat is

used in one lesson.

Several exercises provide training in scales.

-16.
chromatics and chord studies, but there is no separate page for scale
practice.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Condxictor's Manttal;

A master chart at the beginning of the

manual shows which keys, time signatures, rhythms and nrusical terms
are tised in each lesson.

Another chart shows the development of

pitch ranges for each instrument in each lesson.

The fingering

charts for all brass instruments give the harmonics for each finger
ing,

Fingering charts for the woodwinds show only the keys and their

numbers.
There are no explanations of problems pectiliar to each Instru
ment and no fingerings are given as the different notes are introduced.
Each lesson is divided into two parts.
material and part B is the melodic material.

Part A is the exercise
Part A, the exercise

material, is not given in the conductor's manual and all harmonized
materdal of part B is written in closed score with much of the materi
al showing no voicing of instruments,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with

a fingering chart identical to those in the conductor's manual.

Wood

wind books have an additional chart in the back of the book which
shows the visual fingerings for the notes introduced in each lesson.
All student books have a fingering work chart so that the students
may write down the filterings as each new note is learned.

Finger

ings are given with each new note and explanations of musical terms

-17are given at the time each one is introduced.
Except for the woodwind fingering charts, all Illustrations
and explanations are clear and concise and notation is large and easy
to read.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Quantity of Material •
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain 31

There are lU lessons with each lesson divided into two parts.

Part A of each lesson contains approximately 8 exercises of drill
material while part B of each lesson contains approximately 6 melodies.
Many of the basic problems in rhythmic reading and a few of the
basic problems in key training and basic musicianship are not assigned
sufficient musical examples to master the problems involved.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Consistency of Development;
cially in rhythmic training.

Development is quite slow espe

Also, as noted previously the melodic

content does not appreciably advance in difficulty.
RATING - Poor _ 1 point
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
fair
good
fair
fair
poor
good
fair
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
2
3
2
2
1
3
2
1
17

pt,
pts,
pts,
pts,
pts,
pt,
pts,
pts.
pt.

TITLE. . . . THE BELWIN BAND BUILDER PART I AND II
AUTHORS. . . Wayne Douglas and Fred Weber
PUBLISHER. , Belwln, Inc.
ADDRESS, . . Rockvllle Centre, Long Island, New York
COPYRIGHT. . 19^3, PAGES Part 1-27 Part 11-23
COST Conductor f2,00ea. - Parts $.85 ea.
Since this method is in two parts, the cost of using this
method wiLl be double that of a beginning method in one volume.
This method was rated on the total material contained in the two
parts.
Rhythmic Content;

This method uses the quarter note approach

and Part I presents quarter notes, whole notes, dotted half notes,
and half notes in progressive order.
the last three pages of the book.

Eighth notes are introduced in

Part II continues on from Part I

and progressively presents dotted quarter notes, triplet figures,
l6th notes and dotted 8th notes.

There is very little training in

dotted 8th notes, l6th notes and triplet figures.
The time signatures of h / h j 3 / h i and 2 / h are covered in Part I.
Part II introduces 6/8, 3/8 and Alia Breve time, but very little
training is provided in these time signatures.
There is good training in tied notes, btit syncopation is used
only two times.
RATING - Fair - 2 points

-18.

-19Melodlc 3onbenb;

Most of the melodic material in both parts

is familiar folk songs, nursery rhymes and melodies ^ich were com
posed for the method.

There are a few easy marches and a few easy

melodies from classical literature.
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings
and rhythmic problems.

There is some training in slurs, but very

little training in phrasing, dynamics, tempo and expression.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Basic Musicianship;

The musical terms and rudiments used in

Part I are listed in the back of the book.
plete list of musical terms.

Part II has a more com

There is no separate provision to teach

basic theory.
There is some training in slurs, but little training is pro
vided in phrasing, dynamics, tempo and expression.

Harmonic training

is started in the form of duets and progressively expands to include
ftill band arrangements,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy limits of their ranges.

However,

each student book is provided with a page of "Optional Preparatory
Tones" which starts the different instruments such as the clarinet
and bassoon on notes other than those with open fingerings.

Brass

instruments are started in the lower part of their ranges which may
lead to embouchure problems when the upper register is developed.

-20At no time are the students forced into the difficult ranges
of their instruments,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Key Variety!
flat and B flat.

Most of the material in Part I is in concert E

Concert F is used a few times and concert A flat

is used only in the last exercise.

In Part H, most of the material

is in concert E flat, B flat and F and concert A flat is used 13
times.
There is very little exercise material in scales or chromatics
in either part and Part I does not provide a separate page for
scales.

The only scales included in Part II are the major scales

in concert F, B flat, E flat, A flat and chromatic scales in con
cert B flat and E flat,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Conductor's Manual;

This manual. Part I & II, does not pro

vide fingering charts or explanations of the problems peculiar to
each instrument.

Fingerings are given for all new notes and helpful

teaching suggestions are given with some of the exercises.
Harmonized material is written in closed score with inadequate
indications of the instrumentation for the different parts,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book. Part I & II, is

provided with a fingering chart and the fingerings for each note are
given at the time the note is introduced.

As each new problem is

introduced in Part I it is numbered so that the student may refer to

-21the indexed explanations in the back of the book.

Part II does not

gi-ve explanations of new problems.
The pages are neat looking and all notation is easy to read.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Quantity of Material;
27 and 23 pages respectively.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain
Part I is divided into l68 exercises

and Part II is divided into 133 exercises.

In addition, Part II

contains 2 program pieces and a solo number.
Several of the basic problems in rhythmic training, key
training and basic musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical
examples to master the problems involved.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Consigfaency of Development;

This merthod is quite slow in de

velopment especially through the firsft half of the material.

Devel

opment in the last part of the method is quite rapid, but does not
thoroughly develop all of the problems involved.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Insrtruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

fair
fair
fair
good
poor
poor
good
fair
fair

TOTAL POINTS

2
2
2
3
1
1
3
2
2

18

pts,
pts.
pts.
pts.
pt.
pt.
pts.
pts.
pts.

TITLE. . . . BELWIN ELEMENTARY BAND METHOD
AUTHOR . . . Fred Weber
PUBLISHER, . Belwin, Incorporated
ADDRESS. , . Rockvjlle Centre, Long Island, New York
COFTRIGHT. . 1 9 h S , PAGES 3 9 , COST Conductor $3.00-.Parts f.85
Rhythmic Content;

The basic note values and their respective

rests, from the whole note throu^ the sixteenth note are presented
in progressive order.

However, there is little training in dotted

quarter notes, dotted eighth notes, sixteenth notes or triplet
figures.
The time signatures of h / h , 3 / h and 2/U are well covered.
There is some training in Alia Breve time, but 6/8 time is onlypresented in six short exercises and 3/8 time is only presented in
three short exercises.

Ties are well presented, but there is little

or no training in syncopation,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Melodic Content;

Most of the melodic material is either

familiar folk songs or nursery rhymes.

Any other songs appear to

be melodic exercises which have been assigned a title.
The melodic material progressively expands in range to cover
new notes as they are learned and also provides training in each
new rhythmic problem that is introduced.

The melodies also provide

good training in slurs.
The melodies do not provide training in phrasing, dynamics,
-22-

-23tempo or expression.

In the last half of the book, the melodies do

not appreciably advance in difficulty and in general do not challenge
the ability of the students,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Basic Musicianshipt

Basic musical terms and fundamentals are

listed on two pages in the back of the book.

Two pages are provided

to give the students a written test on notation, note values, acci
dentals, clef signs, and other basic fundamentals,
A little training is given in phrasing, btrt there is no train
ing in dynamics, tempo or expression.

There is a little training in

two and three part harmony and two melodies at the end of the book
are harmonized for full band,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

All of the instru

ments are started on concert F within the easy limits of their
ranges.

The bassoon and clarinet are started on open fingerings

which gives the students no chance to secure a firm grip on their
instruments.
Brass instruments are started in the lower part of their
ranges which may lead to embouchure problems when the upper range
is developed.
At no time are the students forced into the difficult ranges
of their instruments,
RATING - Fair - 2 points

-2h-

Key Variety;
flat and F.

Most of the material is in concert E Flat, B

Concert A flat, which is used only four times, is the

only other key used.
This method provides little or no training in scales and
chromatics and no scales are included on a separate page,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Conductor's Manual;

This manual contains no fingering charts

and gives no explanations of the problems peculiar to each instru
ment,

Fingerings are given for all new notes.
The first ij.8 exercises plus all harmonized material are

written in open score.

All other material is written in one line,

concert key, with the drum part written below,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Illugrt rat ions and Format;

Each student book is provided with

a fingering chart and the fingerings for each note are given at the
time the note is introduced.

As each new problem is introduced, it

is numbered so that the student may refer to the indexed explanations
in the back of the book.

The pages are neat looking and all nota

tion is easy to read,
RATING - Excellent - k points
Quantity of Material;
39 pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain

Teaching material is divided into 221 exercises plus a

solo for each instr\ament.

In the back of the book there are an

additional two harmonized pieces for full band.

-25Mary of "the basic problems in rhythmic reading, key training
and basic mnsicianship are not assigned stifficient musical examples
to master the problems involved.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consisbency of Development;
inconsistent in this method.
exercises, the first
dotted half notes.

Development is very slow and

As an illustration, out of the 221

contain only whole notes, half notes and
Quarter notes are introduced in exercise 55 and

continue through exercise l58.
This leaves only 63 exercises in which to introduce and
master 8th notes, l6th notes, dotted quarter notes, dotted 0th notes,
triplet figures and syncopation.

Also, as previously noted in

Melodic Content, the melodies in the last half of the book do not
appreciably advance in difficulty.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

fair
poor
fair
fair
poor
fair
excellent
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

2
1
2
2
1
2
U
1
1

16

pts,
pt,
pts,
pts,
pt,
pts,
pts,
pt,
pt.

TITLE. . . . BOOSEY & HAWKES BAND METHOD
AUTHORS, . . Joseph E. Skornicka and Joseph Bergeim
PUBLISHER. . Boosey & Hawkes, Incorporated
ADDRESS, . , P. 0, I4I8 Lynbrook, Long Island, New York
COPYRIGHT. . I9U7, PAGES 32, COST Conductor ^3.50-Parbs $.80
Rhythmic Conbent;

This method uses the quarter note approach

vAiich means that the quarter note is used as the basic time unit and
all ether note values are considered as multiples or divisions of
the quarter note.

All of the basic note values and their respective

rests, from the whole note through the 8th note are well presented.
The l6fch note is not covered as thoroughly as the other note values.
There is good training in dotted half notes, dotted quarter notes,
dotted 8th notes and triplet figures.
The basic time signatures of h / h , 3 / h , 2/U and 6/8 time are
well covered.

There is some training in Alia Breve time and no

training in 3/8 time.
Tied notes are well presented and there is a little training
in syncopation.

In each lesson there is at least one exercise of

rhythm drills so that the students may practice and compare the
different rhythm patterns,
RATING - Excellent - h points
Melodic Content;

Most of the melodic material is either

familiar folk songs, nursery rhymes or melodies which were composed
for this method,
-26-

-27The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems, phrasing, slurs, dynamics, tempo and expression.
The melodic material is a little too easy to challenge thor
oughly the musical abdlity of the students,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Basic Musicianship;

Basic rudiments are listed in the front

of the book and are to be memorized as soon as possible.

Musical

terms are listed in the back of the book.
Good training is provided in phrasing, dynamics, tempo,
slurs, expression and tone development.
This method is based on the rhythmic and harmonic approach
and provides good training in harmony.

In addition to the harmo

nized exercise material, there are 5 pages of program material
which is scored for full band,
RATING - Excellent - h points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;
divided into U groups.

The instruments are

Group I is 0 flxrte and oboej group II is all

B flat instruments plus bassoon, trombone and E flat tubaj group III
is all E flat instruments plus horns in Fj group IV is percussion.
The clarinet and bassoon are started on open fingerings
which gives the students no chance to secure a firm grip on their
instruments.

Brass instruments are started in the lower part of

their ranges which may lead to embouchure problems when the upper
register is developed.

-28Special exercises are provided for lip slurs, register slurs,
tone development, tonguing and articulation.

At no time are the

students forced into the difficult ranges of their instruments,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Key Variety;

Most of the material is in concert F, B flat aid

E flat. Some training is provided in concert G, A flat and D flat
and Group I, C flute and oboe, are given a little training in con
cert G,
Several exercises provide training in scales, chromatics
and chord progressions.

In addition to this, there are 10 key

studies in concert C, F, B flat, E flat and A flat,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Conductor's Manual;

This manual provides fingering charts

for each instrument, fingerings for all new notes and explanations
of the problems peculiar to each instrument.

All material is

written in open score,
RATING - Excellent - it points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided

with a good fingering chart and the fingerings for each new note
are given at the time the note is introduced.

In addition, har

monics are shown for comet, baritone and trombone,
Basic rudiments are listed in the front of the book and
musical terms are listed in the back of the book.

Illustrations

and explanations are clear and concise and notation is large and
easy to read.

-29RATING - Excellent - k points
Quantity of Material;
32 pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain

There are 2k lessons with each divided into approxi

mately 11 exercises.

In most of the lessons, the first five exer

cises are designed for individual group playing and the last 6
exercises are for full band.

In addition, there are 5 pages of

program material which contain lU melodies scored for full band.
There are sxofficient musical examples to master the problems in
volved.
RATING - Excellent - k points
Consistency of Development!

The exercise material in this

method is presented in logical order and is consistent in develop
ment throughout.

The melodic material does not advance enough in

difficulty to develop consistently the maximum musical ability of
the students.
RATING - Good - 3 points
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

excellent
good
excellent
good
good
excellent
excellent
excellent
good

TOTAL POINTS

h
3
U
3
3
h
U
h
3
32

pts,
pts,
pts,
pts,
pts,
pts,
pts,
pts,
pts.

TITLE. . . . BOOSEY & HAWKES INSTRUMENTAL COURSE
AUTHORS, , . Richard Koebner and Joseph E. Skomicka
PUBLISHER. , Boosey & Hawkes, Incorporated
ADDRESS. , . P. 0, I4I8 Lynbrook, Long Island, New York
COPYRIGHT. . I9U6, PAGES U8, COST Conductor ^,00_Parts $L.OO
Rhythmic Content;

This method uses the quarter note approach

which means that the quarter note is used as the basic time unit
and all other note values are considered as multiples or divisions
of the quarter note.

All of the basic note values and their re

spective rests from the whole note through the l6th note are well
presented.

There is also good training in dotted half notes, dot

ted quarter notes, dotted 8th notes and triplet figures.
The basic time signatures of U/U, S/U, 2/U and 6/8 time are
well covered.

There is some training in Alia Breve time and no

training in 3/8 time.
There is good training in tied notes and a little training
in syncopation.

There are several exercises of rhythmic drills so

that the students may practice and compare the different rhythm
patt ems,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Melodic Content;

Most of the melodic material is either

familiar folk songs, nursery rhymes or melodies which were composed
for the method.

-30-

-31The melodies progressively provide training in new finger
ings, rhythmic problems, phrasing, sltirs, dynamics, tempo and ex
pression.
The melodic material is a little too easy to challenge
thoroughly the musical ability of the students,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Basic Musicianship;

A few basic rudiments such as the staff,

clef sign, nobe values from the quarter note throu^ the whole note
and the lines and spaces are listed in the front of the book.

No

other rudiments or musical terms are listed or explained in this
method,
Good training is provided in phrasing, dynamics, tempo,
slurs, expression and tone development.
Most of the exercise material is in unison or on an indi
vidual basis.

Spaced throughout the book are four lessons of duet

material and eight lessons of ensemble material which are scored
for full band,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

Most of the exercise

or drill material is written for individual study, which if used
as class material will leave most of the students sitting idle
while the individual parts are rehearsed.
All instruments are started on notes within the easy part of
their ranges.

Brass instruments are started in the lower part of

-32their ranges which may lead to embouchure problems when the upper
register is developed.
A few exercises are provided for lip slurs, register slurs,
tone development and tonguing.

At no time are the students forced

into the difficult ranges of their instraiments.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;
and E flat.

Most of the material is in concert F, B flat

Some training is provided in concert C and D flat.

Concert G and D are introduced, but not developed.
Several exercises prcyvide training in scales and chord
studies.

In addition to this, the major scales^ of G, F, B flat,

E flat and D flat with their respective minor scales are included
in the back of each book.
RATING - Excellent - k points
Conductor's Manual;

This manual contains no fingering

charts, fingerings for new notes or explanations of the problems
peculiar to each instrument.
The exercise material is not given in the Conductor's Manual
and the ensemble material is written in closed score with no indi
cations for instrumentation.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illustrations and Format;

Student books for brass instru

ments contain no fingering charts and woodwind books contain only
an illustration of the instrument and the. keys.
given for all new notes.

Fingerings are

-33A few basic rudiments are listed in the front of the book,
but these are the only explanations given in this method.

Notation

is large and easy to read.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Quantity of Materia:
Ii8 pages.

Student books are 9"3cl2" and contain

There are 32 lessons with each divided into approximately

6 exercises.

In addition, there are h sets of duets which contain

10 melodies and 8 sets of ensemble material which contain l5 melo
dies and 33 drill exercises for full band.

There are sufficient

musical examples to master the problems involved,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Consistency of Development;

The exercise material in this

method is presented in logical order and is consistent in develop
ment throughotct,

The melodic material does not advance enough in

difficulty to develop consistently the maximum musical ability of
the students,
RATING - Good - 3 points
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhjrthmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

excellent
good
good
poor
excellent
poor
poor
excellent
good

TOTAL POINTS

U
3
3
1
U
1
1
h
3
2h

pts
pts
pts
pt.
pts
pt.
pt.
pts
pts

TITLE. . . . BUILDING THE BAND
AUTHOR . . . Ed Chenette
PUBLISHER. . Rtibank, Incorporated
ADDRESS . .

West Armstrong Ave,, Chicago 30, Illinois

COPTRIGHT. . 1931, PAGES 2U, COST Conductor H.^O-Parbs $.50
Rhythmic Content;

Most of the training in this method is in

whole notes, half notes and quarter notes.

Dotted half notes, dot

ted quarter notes, dotted 8th notes, 8th notes, l6th notes and
triplet figures are introduced, but not developed.

There are no

explanations or exercises for training in any of the rest values.
Rhythmic reading is not taught through the use of rhythm patterns
and there is very little drill material for any of the rhythmic
probiems.
Most of the material is in h/h time.

The other time signa

tures of 3/U, 2/I4., Alia Breve time, and 6/8 time are each used only
5 or 6 times.

There is no training in 3/8 time.

There is very little training in tied notes and there is no
training in syncopation,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

The Melodic Content consists of

I4.

easy

marches, 1 waltz, 1 novelette and 2 overtures, all composed by the
author.

These 8 melodies are included in the back of the book as

concert material,

-3U-

-3^This method does not use melodies for training in new fin
gerings, rhythmic problems or problems in basic musicianship.

All

training material is in the form of scale passages, chromatic runs
or arpeggios.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Basic Musicianship;

A few inusical terms are introduced,

but there is no separate provision to teach the basic musical terms
or basic theory.
There is very little training in phrasing, dynamics, tempo
and expression.

A few exercises are written in two and three part

harmony and the 8 melodies are scored for full band,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Suitability to Individual Instruments;
include horn in F in its instrumentation.

This method does not

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy limits of their ranges.

The

clarinet and bassoon are started on open fingerings which gives the
students no chance to secure a firm grip on their instruments.
Brass instruments are started in the lower part of their ranges
which may lead to embouchure problems when the upper register is
developed.

The flute and oboe are started from F^ down to middle

0 which puts them in the weaker part of their ranges.
Five short exercises provide training in register change for
woodwinds, but there are no lip slur exercises for brass instruments
and the comet is very seldom taken above G^,

-36At no time are the srbudents forced into the difficuLt ranges
of their insfcrumenbs,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;

The 8 melodies are written in concert F, B

flat or E flat with 3 of the trios in concert A flat.
Any other training in key signatures is limited to scales
or scale like passages in the keys mentioned above.

Several of the

beginning exercises are in chromatic runs of foxir or five notes and
one lesson provides training in four chromatic scales.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Conductor's Manual;

This manual provides partial fingering

charts for all instruments, fingerings for all new notes and ex
planations of problems peculiar to each instrriment.

Helpful teach

ing aids are also given with some of the lessons.
All exercise material is scored for C, B flat, E flat and
bass instruments.

The 8 melodies are written in closed score with

no instrumentation given.

None of the material contains a score

for percussion,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Illustrations and Fo-rmsfc;

Each student book is provided with

an inadequate fingering chart which includes only those notes used
in this method.

Fingerings for all new notes are given at the time

the note is introduced, biit these fingerings are not visual and are
inadequate for the woodwinds.

-37ExpLanations of rmisical terms and problems are given when
the term or problem is introduced, but many of these explanations
are not clear or adequate.
Natation and printing are quite small and difficult to read.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Quantity of Material;
2h pages.

Student books are 5"x7" and contain

The first l6 pages contain the exercise material and the

last 8 pages contain the melodic material.

There are l5 lessons

with each lesson divided into approximately 7 short exercises.
Since the exercise material is mostly scale passages, the
only actual musical examples are the 8 melodies included in the
back of the book.

RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of pevelopmenfa !

Development is very inconsist

ent and is limited mostly to learning to play scales.

There is no

development of melodic material.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Qtiantity of Material
Consistency of Development

po^pr
poor
poor
poor
poor
fair
poor
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
10

pt.
pt.
pt,
pt.
pt •
pt s,
pt,
pt,
pt.

TITLE. . . . EASY STEPS TO THE BAND
AUTHOR • , , Maurice D, Taylor
PUBLISHER, . MUls Music, Incorporated
ADDRESS. . , 1619 Broadway, New York, New York
COPYRIGHT .

I9U2, PAGES 32, COST Conductor fL.^O-Parts $.85

Rhythmic Content;

This method adequately covers most of the

basic problems of rhythmic reading.

The basic note values and their

respective rests from the whole note through the l6th note are pre
sented in progressive order, and the dotted half, dotted quarter,
and dotted 8th notes are very well presented.

There is very little

material on triplet figures.
The basic time signatures of h / h , 3 / h and 2 / k are well
covered, but there is very little material in 6/8 and Alia Breve
time, and no material in 3/8 time.
There is some training in tied notes, but very little train
ing in syncopation,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Melodic Content;

Most of the melodic material is familiar

folk songs and nursery rhymes.
The first few melodies are diatonic, very easy and provide
practice in playing each new note as it is learned.

The rest of the

melodic material is primarily designed to provide practice in
rhythmic reading.

-38-

-39Breath mrks and phrasing are indicated in most of the
melodies, and some training is given in slurs.

There is some

training in dsmamics, tempo and expression.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Basic Musicianship;

Explanations of musical terms and

problems in basic theory are written below the exercise which in
troduces that particiiLar term or problem.

There is no separate

provision to teach musical terms or basic theory as such.
Good training is provided in slurs and phrasing and there is
some training in dynamics, tempo and expression.
This method begins in unison and then progresses to duets,
three-part arrangements and full band harmonization.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Suitability to Individual Instruments:

All of the instru

ments are started on concert E flat within the easy limits of their
ranges.

The oboe is started on low concert E flat which is harder

to produce than notes up aroxmd C^.

The clarinet is started on

,

thumb only, which gives the students no chance to secure a firm
grip on their instrtunents.

Brass instruments are started in the

lower part of their ranges which may lead to embouchure problems
when the upper register is developed.
At no time are the students forced into the difficult ranges
of their instruments.
RATING - Fair - 2 points

-UoKey Variety;
flat and F,

Most of the material is in concert E flat, B

A little training is ^iven in concert A flat and con

cert D flat is used U times.
and D.

There is no training in concert C, G

Several of the exercises provide training in scales, chro

matics and accidentals.

In addition, the Major scales from C

through 6 flats plus several chromatic scales are included in
lesson 2^,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Conductor's Manual!

This manual provides fingering charts

for all instruments, fingerings for all new notes and detailed
explanations of the problems peculiar to each instrument.
All exercises are written in open score and helpful teaching
aids are given with each exercise.
RATING - Excellent - h points
Illustrations and Format t

Each student book contains a

fingering chart and fingerings for all new notes.

Illustrations

and explanations are clear and concise and notation is large and
easy to read,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Quantity of Material;
32 pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain

There are 2^ lessons, with each divided into approxi

mately 10 exercises.

In the back of the book there are an addi

tional three pieces for solo, duet, or trio and eleven harmonized
pieces for full band.

In most cases, there are sufficient musical

examples to master the problem involved.

-UlRATING - Excellent - U points
Consistency of Development;

This method progresses at a moderate

rate of speed and is quite consistent in development throughout.
RATING - Excellent - U points
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

good
good
fair
fair
fa ir
excellent
excellent
excellent
excellent

TOTAL POINTS

3
3
2
2
2
k
h
h
h
28

pt s •
pb S •
pfc s •
pb S «
pfc s •
pt s •
pfc s •
pfc s •
pfc s«

TITLE . . . . ELEKENTARY BAND COURSE
AUTHORS.

. . G. W. Van Deusen, J. L. Osley, J. Kustodowich, L. Mann

PUBLISHER.

. Rubank, Incorporated

ADDRESS. . .

55UU West Armstrong Ave,, Chicago 30, Illinois

COPYRIGHT . . 1939, PAGES 32, COST Conductor J^l.^O-Parts t.60
Rhythmic Content:

The basic note values and their respective

rests from the whole note through the l6bh note are introduced in pro
gressive order.

Dotted half, dotted quarter and dotted 8th notes and

triplet figures are also introduced in progressive order.

However, there

is very little exercise or drill material for the mastery of rhythmic
reading and most of the training in rhythms is presented in the Melodic
Content,
The basic time signatures of h / h , 3 / h and 2 / k time are well
covered, but 6/8 and Alia Breve time are each used only 5 times and
there is no training in 3/8 time.
There is some training in tied notes, but no training in syncopat ion.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content t

Most of the melodic material is either familiar

folk songs, nursery rhymes or melodies which were evidently composed for
the method.
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems, phrasing, slurs, dynamics, tempo and expression.

-U2-

-U3Much of the melodic material is very easy and does not challenge
or develop the ability of the student,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Basic Musicianship;

Musical terms which are used in the method

are listed on the back cover and are briefly explained as they are
introduced.

There are no explanations or provisions to teach any basic

theory.
Good training is provided in phrasing, dynamics, tempo, slurs and
expression.

Some training is provided in harmony, but most of this is

in the form of duets,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Suitability to Individ\ial Instruments;

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy part of their ranges.

However,

there is a "Special Optional Preliminary Exercise" for the B flat clari
net, oboe and bassoon.

This exercise starts the clarinet on El, d1 and

middle Cj the oboe on G^ up to
up to small f.

and down to E^j the bassoon on small c

This optional exercise starts these instruments on notes

which enables the students to grip firmly their instruments.

Brass in

struments are started in the lower part of their ranges which may lead to
embouchure problems when the upper register is developed.
At no time are the students forced into the difficult ranges of
their instruments,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Key Variety;
and F,

Most of the material is in concert E flat, B flat

Concert A flat is used 6 times, concert 0 5 times, concert D flat

-hhonce and concert G once.
In the back of the book are included the major scales and arpeg
gios through 6 flats and 2 sharps^ the minor scales and arpeggios of A,
D, G and Cj and some chromatic scales.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Conductor's Manual a

This manual contains no fingering charts or

fingerings of notes, but does give explanations of the problems peculiar
to each instrument.

Harmony parts are lettered A, B, C, D and E with

indications of which parts the different instruments can play.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Illustrations and Format;

Woodwind books show the instruments

with the numbered keys, but give no fingering charts of the notes.
Visual fingerings are given only as new notes are introduced.
the explanations seem inadequate.

As an example;

Many of

When Alia Breve time

is introduced, the only explanation given is "New Tiitie Signature".
Notation and printing are easy to read,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 7"xlO" and contain 32

Of the 123 exercises, 29 are drill material, 69 are melodic

material and 26 are the scales included in the back of the book.

Many

of the exercises are very short and 17 of the 29 drill exercises are in
vrtiole notes.

This leaves only 12 exercises to introduce and master all

of the remaining rh3rthmic problems.

-a5As one can readily see, there is insufficient material to master
the problems involved.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of Development;

The material is presented in logical

order, but there are not enough musical examples for consistent develop
ment .
Also, as previously noted, much of the melodic material is very
easy and does not challenge or develop the ability of the student.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instnaments
Key Variety
Conductor's Mantial
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
fair
fair
good
good
fair
fair
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
2
2
3
3
2
2
1
1
17

pt.
pts.
pts.
pfcs.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pt.
pt.

TITLE. . . . THE FILLMORE SHORT-CUT METHOD
AUTHOR , , , Leon V. Metcalf
PUBLISHER. , Fillmore Music House
ADDRESS. , . 528 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
PAGES 16, COST Conductor H.GG-Parts
Rhythmic Conbent;

Whole notes, half notes and quarter notes are

introduced on the first page.
There are no actual exercises in rhythmic drill and dotted half
notes, dotted quarter notes and 8th notes are introduced in the melodic
material.

There is no training in dotted 8th notes, l6th notes or trip

let figures and training in the other rhythmic problems is very inadequat e ,
The time signatures of h/h» 3/h and 2/I4. are the only time signa
tures used in this method.
There is no training in syncopation and tied notes are used only
a few times,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

The Melodic Content consists of very simple

nurseiy rhjrmes, folk songs and melodic exercises composed for this
method.
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little development of musical ability.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-U6-

-kl-

Baslc Musicianship;

This method provides no explanations of

musical terms or basic theory.
There is little or no training in any of the fundamental rudiments
of basic musicianship.

Some of the material is arranged in very simple

harmony.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Suitability to Individual Instroments;

All instruments are

started in the easy part of their ranges on tones which form a B flat
triad.

The bassoon is started on open fingering which gives the student

no chance to secure a firm grip on his instrument.

Brass instruments are

started in the lower part of their ranges which may lead to embouchure
problems when the upper register is developed.
This method develops an inadequate and very limited range for all
inst rument s.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;

Most of the material is in concert E flat, B flat

and F and concert A flat is used in a few short melodies.

In the back

of the book there are 23 very short technical studies which give the
first five tones in the Major scales through 6 flats and 1 sharp.

There

are also U short exercises in chromatics.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Conduct or' s Manual;

This manual contains no fingering charts or

explanations of problems peculiar to each instrument.

Fingerings are

given with each new note, but these fingerings are inadequate for the

-US-

woodwind instruments,

A few helpftil teaching aids are given with sane

of the exercises.
Some of the material is written in semi-open score with a sepa
rate line for C instruments, B flat instruments, E flat instruments,
bass instruments and percussion instruments.

All other material is

written in one line with the percussion parts written below.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illustrations and Format;

Student books contain no fingering

charts or explanations of musical terms and basic rudiments.

Fingerings

are given with each new note, but these are not visual fingerings and
are inadequate for woodwind instruments.
Notation and printing are clear and easy to read.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 5 l/U"x7" and contain l6

The material is divided into 88 short exercises and most of these

are melodic material.

This method does not contain enough musical ex

amples to master the problems involved,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of Development;
slow in this method.

Development is very limited and

The entire contents could easily be covered in

U or 5 lessons.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
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TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development
TOTAL POINTS

poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt,
pt O
pt •

TITLE. . . . FIRST ADVENTURES IN BAND
AUTHOR . . .Fred Weber
PUBLISHER. . Belwin, Incorporated
ADDRESS. . . Rockvllle Centre, Long Island, New York
COPYRIGHT . 1955, PAGES 32, COST Conductor i|2.00-Parts S.60
Rhythmic Content;

Most of the rhjrthmic training is limited to

whole notes, half notes, dotted half notes and quarter notes.

A little

training is given in 8th notes and dotted quarter notes, but there is no
training in l6th notes, dotted 8th notes or triplet figures.

There is

very little drill material for any of the rhythmic problems.
The basic time signatures of h/h and 3/U are well presented and
there is a little training in 2/h time.
but not developed.

Alia Breve time is introduced,

There is no training in 6/8 or 3/8 tdme.

Tied notes are well presented, but there is no training in syncopat ion.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content:

The Melodic Content consists of very simple

nursery rhymes, folk songs and marches which were composed for this
method.
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little development of musical ability.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-50-

-51Basic Musicianship;

A few imisical terms and basic rudiments are

listed in the back of the book, but many of the explanations are in
adequate.

There is no provision to teach basic theory as such.

There is some training in phrasing, slurs and d3rnamics, bxit no
training in tempo or expression.

Harmonic training is started in the

form of duets and progressively exj^nds to include fiill band arrange
ments,
RATING - Fair - 2 point, s
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

Each student book is

provided with a page of "Starting Tones" which starts each instrvunent
on one of the easiest tones to produce.

The bassoon is started on small

f which gives the student no chance to secure a firm grip on the in
strument.

Brass instruments are started in the lower part of their

ranges which may lead to embouchure problems when the upper register is
developed.
This method develops an inadequate and very limited range for all
inst rument s,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;
in this book.

Concert F, B flat and E flat are the only keys used

There are 3 or i; exercises of scale passages and the

scales of the 3 keys used in this method are included in the back of the
book.
There is no training in chromatics or in minor scales.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-^2Conducbor's Manual;

This manual contains no fingering charts or

explanations of problems peculiar to each instrument.

Fingerings are

given for all new notes and a few helpful teaching suggestions are
given with some of the lessons.
Most of the unison material is scored for B flat instruments,
C instruments, bass clef instruments and percussion.

Some of the unison

material has a piano accompaniment in which case only the melodic line
and percussion line are given.
The last four melodies are written in open score.

All other har

monized material is in closed score with no indications for instrumen
tation,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with a

good fingering chart and fingerings are given with each new note.

As

each problem is introduced it is indicated by an arrow so that the stu
dent may look up the explanation in the back of the book.

Many of these

explanations are inadequate.
Notation and printing are clear and easy to read.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 5"x7" and contain 32

There are 103 short exercises and melodies plus U program pieces

at the back of the book.
Many of the basic problems in rhythmic reading, key training and
basic musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical examples to
master the problems involved.

-53RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of Development;

This method is so slow and inconsist

ent in development that only a few of the basic problems in rhythmic
reading, key training and basic musicianship are developed,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conduct or's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
poor
fair
poor
poor
fair
fair
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
12

pt,
pt.
pts.
pt.
pt.
pt S o
pts.
pt .
pt *

TITLE. . , . FIRST STEPS IN BAND PLAYING
AUTHORS, . . Harvey S, Whiffbler and Herman A. Hummel
PUBLISHER, , Rubank, Incorporated
ADDRESS, , .

Weffb Armstrong Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois

COPYRIGHT. , 1 9 h 2 , PAGES 2U, COST Conductor $1.50-Parts |.5C
Rhythmic Conbent;

This method presents training in whole notes,

half notes and quarter notes.
developed.

Dotted half note are introduced, but not

There is no training in dotted quarter notes, 8th notes,

dotted 8th notes, l6th notes or triplet figures.
The basic time signature of h/h is well presented and 3/U time is
used 8 times.

There is no training in 2/U, 6/8, 3/8 and Alia Breve time.

There is a little training in tied notes and no training in
syncopation,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

Most of the Melodic Content consists of very

easy folk songs and nursery rhymes.

There are a few short excerpts

from classical literature.
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little development of musical ability.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Basic Musicianship;
or basic musical terms.

There is no provision to teach basic theory

The only 3 rudiments which are explained are

whole notes, half notes, quarter notes and their respective rests,

-51i-

-5^There is a little training in tied notes and slurs, but there is
no training in phrasing, djmamics, tempo or expression.

Harmonic train

ing is provided only in 6 short melodies at the back of the book.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Suitability to Individual Instruments:

Each student book is pro

vided with a page of "Starting Tones" which starts each instrument on
one of the easiest tones to produce.

The bassoon is started on small f

which gives the student no chance to secure a firm grip on the instru
ment.

Brass instruments are started in the lower part of their ranges

which may lead to eiribouchure problems when the upper register is de
veloped.
This method develops a very limited range especially for brass
instruments.

The highest note given for comet is

training is given above A^.

and very little

The highest note given for trombone and

baritone is E flat^and very little training is given above small b flat.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;
B flat.

Most of the material in this book is in concert

Out of the 75 exercises, concert B flat is used 6l times,

concert F is used 8 times and concert E flat is used 6 times.

There is

no training in any other keys.
There is no training in major or minor scales or chromatics.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Conductor's Manual;

This manual contains a fingering chart plus

the "Starting Tones" for each instrument.

Fingerings for new notes are

-^6not given and there are no explanations of problems peculiar to each
instrument or any helpful teaching suggestions.
All of the material is scored for B flat clarinet, E flat alto
saxophone, comeb, baritone, trombone and drums,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book contains a good

fingering chart and fingerings are given for all new notes.
The only three explanations given in this method are for whole
notes, half notes, quarter notes and their respective rests.
Natation is large and easy to read.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Quantity of Material;

Student books are ^"x7" and contain 2 h

pages,
Mary of the basic problems in rhythmic reading, key training and
basic musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical examples to
master the problems involved,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of Development;

Developnent is very limited and

slow in this method,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-57TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development
TOTAL POINTS

poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
fair
fair
poor
poor

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

11

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt,
pt.
pfes
pts
pt.
pt.

TITLE. . . . GUIDE TO THE BAND
AUTHORS. . . Clarence Sawhill and Frank Erickson
PUBLISHER, . Bourne, Incorporated
ADDRESS, . . 136 West ^2nd Street, New York 19, New York
COPYRIGHT. . 1955, PAGES 31, COST Conductor $1;.00-Parfcs $.85
Rhybhmlc Content;

The basic note values and their respective

rests from the whole note through the 8th note are well presented.
There is no training in dotted 8bh notes, l6th notes or triplet figures.
The basic time signatures of h / h , 3 / h and 2 / k are the only time
signatures used.

Out of i8l exercises, 2/U time is used 27 times and

3/h time is used 21 times.

There is no training in Alia Breve time,

6/8 time and 3/8 time.
There is very little training in tied notes and there is no
training in syncopation.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content:

The Melodic Content consists of very simple

nursery rhymes, folk songs and melodies which were composed for this
method,
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little developnent of musical ability.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Basic Musicianship;

A few basic rudiments are listed at the

beginning of the book and a few musical terms are explained as they are
-58-

-59infcrodTiced,

In the back of the book there are U short quizes on note

values, time signatures, accidentals and dynamics.
Good training is provided in phrasing and some training is pro
vided in slurs and dynamics.
or tone production.

There is no training in expression, tempo

This method begins in unison and then progresses

from two-part harmony to full band arrangements.

Three or four exercises

provide training in playing chords.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Suitability to Individxial Instruments;

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy limits of their ranges.

The clari

net and bassoon are started on open fingerings which gives the students
no chance to secure a firm grip on their instruments.

Brass instruments

are started in the lower part of their ranges which may lead to embou
chure problems when the upper register is developed.
This method develops a very limited range, especially for the
brass instruments.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;

Most of the material in this method is in concert

F, B flat and E flat.

Concert A flat is used 9 times, concert D flat is

used 5 times, concert G is used 6 times and there are 3 short exercises
in concert D.
There is no training in scales.

One exercise gives the chromatic

scale starting on F.
RATING - Fair - 2 points

.60.

Conductor'5 Manual;

This manual provides fingering charts for

each instrument, fingerings for all new notes and detailed explanations
of the problems peculiar to each instrument.
The material is either written in open score or on U to 7 lines
with clear indications for insbrumenbation.

Helpful teaching suggestions

are given with many of the exercises.
RATING - Excellent - h points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with an

excellent illustration of the instrument and a good fingering chart.
Fingerings are given for all new notes.
Explanations are clear and concise and notation is large and
easy to read,
RATING - Excellent - h points
Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain 31

The material is divided into iSL exercises.
Since there is no training in many of the basic problems in

riiythmic

reading and basic musicianship, this method does not provide

sufficient musical examples to advance a beginning student to an
intermediate level,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of Development;

Development is very slow and in

consistent in this method,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-61TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conduct or *s Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
poor
fair
poor
fair
excellent
excellent
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
1
2
1
2
h
L|.
1
1
17

pt.
pt.
pt s
pt.
pts
pts
pts
pt.
pt.

TITLE . . . . THE MARK HTNDSLET BAND METHOD
AUTHOR. . . . Mark H. Hindsley
PlTBLiaiER . . Sam Fox Publishing Company
ADDRESS . . . RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, New York
COPYRIGHT . . I9UO, PAGES 36, COST Conductor f^.OO-Farbs ^.00
Rh^rthmic Content;

The basic note values and their respective

rests from the whole note through the 8th note are very well presented.
There is some training in triplet figures, but no training in dotted
8th notes or l6th notes.
The time signatures of h / h , 3 / k and 2 / h time are well covered
and the last 3 lessons are in 6/8 time.

There is no training in Alia

Breve time or 3/8 time.
A little training is given in tied notes and syncopation.

There

are several exercises of rhythmic driLls so that the students may prac
tice and compare the different rhythmic patterns,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Melodic Content;

The Melodic Content in the first half of the

method consists mainly of easy nursery rhymes and folk songs.

In the

last half the melodies are mostly excerpts from classical literature
and religious hymns.
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems, phrasing, slurs, dynamics and expression,
RATING - Excellent - U points

-62-

-63Baslc Mnsiclanshlp;

A few basic rudiments are listed in the

front of the book and a few musical terms are listed after lesson 10,
In addition, several basic mdimenbs are explained as they are intro
duced.
This method provides excellent training in phrasing, slurs,
articulation, dynamics and expression.
Most of the material in the last half of this method is written
in four-part harmony and each instrument is given the U separate parts
so that the students may learn to play all of the parts,
RATING - Excellent - it points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;
individually in lesson I,

All woodwinds are started

Brass instruments are started in groups with

B flat instruments and trombone in one group, E flat instruments in
another group and horn in F alone.
In lesson II through lesson X, woodwinds in C are in one group,
B flat instruments and trombone are in another group, E flat instruments
are in another group and horn in F is alone.

The percussion section is

grouped separately from wind instruments in the fixst 10 lessons.

Most

of the material from lesson XI through lesson XXIII is for full ensemble.
Brass instruments are started in the lower part of their ranges,
but begin to develop the middle register by lesson^ lY,
Special exercises are provided for lip slurs, register slurs,
tonguing and articulation.

At no time are the students forced into the

difficult ranges of their Instruments,
RATING - Excellent - Ij. points

-6U-

Key Varieby;

This method provides good training in concert F,

B flat, E flat, A flat, D flat, C, G, D and A.

All key training is

inbroduced through scales, chords and arpeggios.

The Major scales up

through S flats and 3 sharps are included in the back of the book and
there are 2 pages of chromatic exercises,
RATING - Excellent - h points
Conduct or' s Manual!

This manual contains excellent illustrations

and fingering charts for all instruments.

Fingerings are given for each

new note and there are excellent explanations of the problems peculiar
to each instrument.

Helpful teaching aids are given with many of the

lessons.
In lesson I through lesson X there is a separate score for each
group of instruments,

FtiLI ensemble material is either in open score

or in h parts with adeqxiate indications of instrumentation,
RATING - Excellent - k points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with

an excellent illustration of the instrument and a good fingering chart.
Fingerings are given for all new notes.
Explanations are clear and notation is large and easy to read,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain 36

There are 23 lessons with each divided into approximately 9

exercises.
Some of the basic problems in rhythmic reading are not assigned
sufficient musical examples to master the problems involved.

-6^All other problems are thoroughly and excellently covered,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Consistency of Development;
development of rhythmic reading.

This method is a little slow in the
However, the general overall develop

ment is very thorough and consistent and presents a solid foundation for
the beginning students,
RATING - Excellent - U points
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

good
excellent
excellent
excellent
excellent
exc ellent
excellent
good
excell ent

TOTAL POINTS

3
U
U
h
h
h
h
3
U
3h

pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.
pts.

TITLE. . . . MODERN SCHOOL BAND METHOD
AUTHOR , , . ELvin L. Freeman

PUBLISHER, . Robbins Music Corporation
ADDRESS . .

799 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York

COPYRIGHT. . 19U7, PAGES UO, COST Conductor $3.00-Parbs $1.00
FOiythmic Content:

The basic note values and their respective

rests from the whole note through the 8th note are presented in progres
sive order.

Dotted 8th notes, i6th notes and triplet figures are in

troduced, bxit not developed.

There is very little drill material for

any of the rhythmic problems.
The basic time signatures of h / h and 3 / h are well covered and a
little training is given in 2/U, 6/8 and Alia Breve time.

There is no

training in 3/8 time,
A little training is given in tied notes and one melody contains
examples of syncopation,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content:

Most of the melodic material consists of easy

folk songs and nursery rhymes.

In the back of the method there are 21

"Recreational Melodies" which consist of popular dance ballads such as
"The Waltz You Saved For Me", "Good Ni^t Sweetheart" and "My Blue
Heaven",
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems and dynamics.

They provide only a little training in

slurs and expression, and tempos are marked, "slowly", "moderately" and
-66-
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"brightly".
The melodic material up to the "Recreational Melodies" does not
appreciably advance in difficulty.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Basic Musicianship;

Basic note values and accidentals are ex

plained at the beginning of the book and many common musical terms are
listed in the back of the book.
plained when they are introduced.

All other problems and tenns are ex
There is no separate provision to

teach basic theory.
Good training is provided in dynamics and some training is pro
vided in slurs, tempo and expression.

There is no specific training in

phrasing or tone development.
Harmonic training is provided only in the "Recreational Melodies" .
There are Ij. melodies arranged as qiiartets, 3 melodies for solo with
rhjrthm accompaniment and 6 melodies for full band,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy limits of their ranges.

The bassoon

and clarinet are started on open fingerings which gives the students no
chance to secure a firm grip on their instruments.

Brass instruments

are started in the lower part of their ranges which may lead to embou
chure problems when the upper register is developed.
Two short exercises provide register slurs for clarinet.

At no

time are the students forced into the difficult ranges of their instru
ments.

-68RATING - Fair - 2 poiiibs
Key Variety:
E flat.

Most of the material is in concert F, B flat and

Concert C and A flat are each used S times and concert D flat

is -used twice.

The scales for the above mentioned keys are given in

the exercises.

There is no training in concert G or D,

The major scales of C through D flat plus the relative harmonic
minor scale for each are included toward -the back of the book.

Several

chromatic scales are included on another page,
MTING - Fair - 2 points
Conduct or' s Manual:

This manual contains no fingering charts,

fingerings for new notes or explanations of the problems pecialiar to
each instrument.

A few helpful teaching suggestions are listed in the

front of the book.
All unison material is written on one line with the percussion
part and the piano accompaniment written below.

The 6 melodies har

monized for full band are written in open score.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illu st rat ions and F ormat;

Each student book contains an excellent

illustration of the instrument and a good fingering chart.

However, the

fingering chart is on a different page from the illustration so that a
page must be turned in order to refer from one to the other.

Fingerings

are given with all new notes.
Explanations are clear and concise and notation is large and easy
to read,
RATING - Excellent - I; points

-69Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2"and contain Uo

The material is divided into 178 exercises.
Many of these exercises do not contain musical examples and many

more are padded so that the volume of actual teaching material is much
less than the number of exercises indicate.

To Illustrate this, 2? ex

ercises contain only the fingerings for the new notes, and 2 exercises
contain explanations of musical terms.

Scales and scale passages are

presented in ^0 exercises, but they could easily be presented in 30
exercises.
Many of the basic problems of rhythmic reading and basic musi
cianship are not assigned sTifficlent musical examples to master the
problems involved,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of Development;
consistent in development.

This method is not very thorough or

There are only 20 short exercises of drill

in technique and many of these are in whole notes, half notes and quarter
notes.

There is no gradual development of harmonic training and the

melodies do net consistently advance in difficulty,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic M-usicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
fair
fair
fair
fair
poor
excellent
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
2
2
2
2
1
U
1
1
I6

pt.
pts,
pts.
pts.
pts.
pt.
pts.
pt.
pt.

TITLE. . . . OUR BAND CLASS BOOK

AUTHORS. . . C. Pa-ol Herftirbh and Hugh M. Stuart
PUBLISHER. . Carl Fischer, Incorporated
ADDRESS. . . 62 Cooper Square, New York 3, New York
COPYRIGHT. . 1957, PAGES 3U, COST Conductor I^.OO-Parfcs $L.OO
Rhythmic Content t

The basic note values and their respective

rests from the whole note through the 8th note are well presented,

A

little training is given in dotted quarter notes and l6th notes are
introduced, but not developed.

There is no training in dotted 8th

notes or triplet figures.
The basic time signatures of h/h and 3/U are well presented and
a little training is given in 2/U and Alia Breve time.

There is no

training in 6/8 or 3/8 time,
A little training is given in tied notes, but there is no training
in syncopation.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

Most of the melodic material is either familiar

folk songs, nursery rhymes or melodies which were composed for the
method.

There are a few excerpts from classical literature, but these

are very short and easy.
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems, phrasing, slurs, tempo, dynamics and expression.
The melodic material does not appreciably advance in difficulty
and in general, does not challenge the musical ability of the students.
-70-

-71RATING - Fair - 2 points
Basic Musicianship;
front of the book.

A few basic rudiments are listed in the

All other rudiments and musical terms are explained

as they are introduced.

There is no list of common musical terms or

any provision to teach basic theory as such.
This method provides good training in phrasing, dynamics, tempo
and expression.

Harmonic training is started in the third lesson and

continues throu^out the rest of the book,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Suitability to Individual Ingtruments; The instruments are di
vided into 3 groups with G instruments in group I, B flat instruments
in group II and F horn, E flat and bass instruments in group III,
The bassoon and clarinet are started on open fingerings which
gives the students no chance to secure a firm grip on their instruments.
Brass instruments are started in the lower part of their ranges which
may lead to embouchure problems when the upper register is developed.
In lesson IH all instruments may play together.

At no time are

the students forced into the difficult ranges of their instruments,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Key Variety;

Practically all of the material is in concert E

flat, B flat and F-

Concert C is used 3 times and concert A flat is

introduced in the next to the last lesson.

There is no training in G

or D,
The major scales of C, F, B flat, E flat, A flat, D flat, G and
a two octave chromatic scale are included on one page.

In addition, h

-72or 5 exercises provide "training in scales and chromatics,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Conductor's Manual;

This manual contains fint^ering charts for

each instrument, fingerings for all new notes and explanations of the
problems peculiar to each instrument.

In addition, helpful teaching

suggestions are given with many of the lessons.
All material is either written with a line for C instruments,
B flat instruments, E flat instruments, bass instruments or is written
in open score.
RATING - Excellent - U points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with a

good fingering chart, however, the fingering chart is in the middle of
the book.

Good visual fingerings are given with each new note,

A few

rudiments are explained at the beginning of the book and all other
problems are explained as they are introduced.

The explanations are

excellent and notation is large and easy to read,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Quantity of Material;
pages.

student books are 9"xl2" and contain 3k

There are l5 lessons with each divided into approximately 11

exercises.
Several of the basic problems in rhythmic reading, k^ variety,
and basic musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical examples to
master the problems involved,
RATING - Fair - 2 points

-73Conslstency of Development:

This method is a little slow in

developmenb, bub it is quite thorough in the problems it does develop,
RATING - Good - 3 points
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
fair
good
fair
fair
excellent
excellent
fair
good

TOTAL POINTS

1
2
3
2
2
h
U
2
3
23

pt.
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts
pts

TITLE. . . .

PLAY RIGHT AWAY

AUTHOR . . .

Joseph Paulson

PUBLISHER. .

Fro Art Publications

ADDRESS, . .

U69 Union Avenue, Westbury, Long Island, N. Y.

COPYRIGHr. . 19^3, PAGES 36, COST Conductor ^.7^-Farbs S.50
Rhythmic Content;

This method provides training in whole notes,

half notes, dotted half notes and quarter notes.

Dotted quarter notes

and 8th notes are introduced, but not developed.

There is no training

in dotted 8th notes, l6th notes or triplet figures.
Most of the material is in h/h time.

There is a little training

in 3/U time, and there is no training in 2/k, 6/8, 3/8 and Alia Breve
time,
A little training is given in tied notes, but there is no train
ing in syncopation,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

The Melodic Content consists of very easy

nursery rhymes, folk songs and melodies which were composed for this
method.
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little development of musical ability.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Basic Musicianship;

Basic note values are explained in the front

of the book and a few basic rudiments are listed in the back of the
-Ih-

-75book.

There are no explanations of common musical terms and no provision

is made to teach basic theory as such,
A little training is given in slurs, but there is no training in
phrasing, dynamics, tempo, expression or tone development.
Harmonic training is limited to 6 short harmonized melodies.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Suitability to Individual Instruments:

This method does not in

clude french horn or D flat piccolo in the instrumentation.
All instruments are started on concert F within the easy limits
of their ranges.

The clarinet and bassoon are started on open finger

ings which gives the students no chance to secure a firm grip on their
instruments.

Brass instruments are started in the lower part of their

ranges and the lower register is the only register which is developed.
No provision is made for register slurs for clarinet or lip slurs
for brass instruments.

At no time are the students forced into the dif-

ficTxlt ranges of their instruments,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Key Variety;

Most of the material is in concert B flat.

Con

cert E flat is used ih times, concert F is used 8 times and concert A
flat is used 7 times.

There is no training in concert C, G or D,

Several exercises provide training in scale segments, bxit there
is no training in chromatics.

There is no separate page of scales or

chromatics in this method,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-76-

Conductor's Maniial;

This manual contains fingering charts for

each instrument and gives the fingerings for all new notes.

There are

no explanations of the problems peculiar to each instrument and no
teaching suggestions are given.
All material is scored for C instruments, B flat instmments, E
flat instruments, bass clef instruments and drtmis.

Individual parts are

not indicated in the harmonized material.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book contains a fingering

chart and fingerings are given for all new notes,

Basic note values are

explained in the front of the book and a few basic rudiments are ex
plained in the back of the book.

There are no explanations for any of

the common musical terras.
Notation is large and easy to read.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Quantity of Material!
36 pages.

Student books are ^ l/2"x7" and contain

The material is divided into lOL exercises.

Mofft of the basic problems in rhythmic reading, key variety and
basic musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical examples to
master the problems involved,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Consistency of Development;

Development is very slow and limited

in this method.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-77TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
fair
fair
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
11

pt,
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pts
pts
pt.
pt.

TITLE. . . . PREP - A BEGINNING BAND METHOD
AUTHORS. , . Gerald R. Prescott and June C. Phillips
PUBLISHER, . Paul A, schmitt Music Company
ADDRESS, . . 88 South Tenth street, Minneapolis l5, Minn.

COPYHrGHT. . 19^2; PAGES UO, COST Conductor $1.50-Parts tl,00
Rhythmic Content;
to rhythmic reading.

This method uses the quarter note approach

This means that the quarter note is introduced

first and all other note values are compared to it.

All of the basic

note values from the whole note through the l6th note are presented in
this method.

Some training is given in triplet figures and very little

training is given in dotted quarter notes, dotted 8th notes and l6th
notes.

There is very little exercise or drill material in rhythm

patterns and the half note and dotted half note are presented in melodic
material without first being introduced in any exercise.
Most of the material is in U/U, 3/U and 2 / h time.

A little train

ing is given in 6/8 and Alia Breve time, but there is no training in
3/8 time.
There is good training in tied notes, but syncopation is pre
sented only 2 times,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Melodic Content;

Most of the Melodic Content consists of ex

cerpts from Classical and Romantic literature.
songs, but many of these are unfamiliar.

There are several folk

The remainder of the melodic

material consists of $ marches, 2 nursery rhymes and 1 hymn,

-78-

-79The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems, slurs and articulation, but provide very little
training in dynamics, tempo and expression.
phrasing.

There is no training in

Much of the melodic material is unfamiliar and may be un

interesting to the students,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Basic Musicianship;

The musical terns and basic rudiments used

in this method are indexed in the back of the book.

There is no sepa

rate provision to teach basic theory as such.
There is no training in phrasing and only a little training in
dynamics and expression.

Good training is given in slurs and articu

lation.
Harmonic training includes 3 duets and 5 melodies arranged for
f-ull band,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

All instruments are

started on concert D within the easy limits of their ranges.

Brass in

struments are started in the lower part of their ranges which may lead
to emibouchure problems when the upper register is developed.
Several exercises provide training in register slurs for clarinet
and lip slurs for brass instruments.

At no time are the students forced

into the difficult ranges of their instruments.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Key Variety;
and A flat.

Most of the material is in concert B flat, E flat

A little training is given in concert F and concert G is

-So

used 3 times.

There is no training in concert G or D.

The major scales from C through 6 flats and 2 sharps are included
on one page,

Tn addition, several exercises provide training in scales

and chromatics,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Conductor's Mamxal;

This manual provides no fingering charts,

fingerings for new notes, explanations of the problems peculiar to each
instrument or helpful teaching aids.
All unison material is written on a single line with the drum
part and piano accompaniment written below.

The 5 harmonized melodies

are written in 6 parts with the instrumentation given for each part,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with a

fingering chart which is placed in the middle of the book.

Fingerings

are given for all new notes, bxit these are not visual fingerings and
the srtudents will have to refer to the chart, especially for notes
which use ntimbered keys.
As each new problem is introduced it is assigned a numjjer which
corresponds to the indexed explanations in the back of the book.

This

method contains no separate list of common musical terms or basic rudi
ments.
Printing and notation are large and clear and easy to read,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain UO

The material is divided into 180 exercises.

-81Several of the basic problems in rhythmic reading and basic
musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical examples to master the
problems involved.
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Consistency of Development;

In general, this method progresses

moderately and is quite consistent in development throughout.

A few

problems in rhythmic reading are not developed thoroughly and harmonic
training is not consistent and gradual in developnaent,
RATING - Good - 3

ts

TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individ"aal Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Matei^ial
Consistency of Development

fair
fair
fair
good
good
poor
fair
fair
good

TOTAL POINTS

2
2
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
20

pts.
pts.
pts.
pts,
pts.
pb.
pts.
pts.
pt s.

TITLE. . . . ROTE TO NOTE BAND METHOD
AUTHOR , . , Harold W, Rnsch
PUBLISHER, , Hal Leonard Music, Incorporated
ADDRESS, , , 6U East Second Street, Winona, Minnesota
COPYRIGHT. . 19^7, PAGES 2?, COST Conductor $U,OO.Parbs $.6^
This method is designed to precede any Beginning Wind Instrument
Class Method, and its main objective is to gradually make the change
from rote reading to note reading.
Since "Rote To Note" is a pre-beginning method, it was not rated
as the other methods were.

Analysis was made merely to illustrate the

content and the manner in which it is presented.
Rhythmic Gonfcent;

Whole notes, half notes and quarter notes are

the only note values used in this method.

These 3 note values are

first introduced as phrase patterns from familiar nursery rhymes.

Only

after the students have played many of these familiar phrase pattenis
are the actual note values introduced.
The basic time signatures of h / U , 3 / U and 2 / h are introduced in
conjunction with the actual note values.
Tied notes are also introduced at this time and good training is
provided in tied notes throughout the last half of the method.
Melodic Content;

Most of the Melodic Content, especially in the

first half of the method, consists of very easy and familiar ntirsery
rhymes.

In the last half of the method, there are several easy folk

songs and marches.
-82-

-83The melodies are very easy and are prlmariLy designed to provide
training in rhythm patterns and new fingerings.
The words are provided for all of the melodies throu^ the first
37 exercises so that the students may first sing the phrases before
they play them on the instruments,
Basic Musicianship;

Several basic rudiments such as the staff,

clef signs, key signatures, note values and notation are explained as
they are introduced.
the back of the book.

A few common musical terms are also listed in
In addition, there are 5 quizes in basic theory

on notation, note values and fingerings of notes previously learned.
Slurs are introduced in the last 28 exercises.

Dynamics, tempo

and expression are purposely omitted until the students attain a higher
level of development.
Good training is provided in two part harmony and full band
arrangements with harmonic accompaniment.
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

The instruments are di

vided into 3 groups through the first 32 exercises after which all
material is written for full ensemble.

All instruments are started

within the easy limits of their ranges and at no time are the students
forced into the difficult ranges of their instruments.
Key Variety;

Concert E flat and B flat are the only 2 keys used

in this method.
The scales for these 2 keys are given in the exercise material
and in addition, the major scales of F, B flat, E flat and A flat are
Included on one page.

-8U-

Conductor»3 Manual;

This manual contains fingering charts for

all instruments, fingerings for all new notes and many helpful teaching
suggestions.

There are no explanations of the problems pectiliar to

each instnjment,
All material is written in open score.
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with a

good fingering chart and fingerings are given for all new notes.

Fin

gerings are given for all of the notes throu^ exercise 37.
All explanations and illustrations are clear and concise and
notation is large and easy to read.
Quantity of Material:
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain 27

There are 132 exercises of which approximately 32 give only new

fingerings or explain new problems.

This leaves approximately 100 ex

ercises of musical examples.
The first 37 exercises contain the "Rote" material and the rest
of the exercises contain the "Note" material.
There are sufficient musical examples to master the problems in
volved ,
Consistency of Development;
limited in development.

This method is quite slow and

However, each problem is thoroughly developed

so that the students are given a solid foundation in basic fundamentals.

TITLE. . . . SMITH-YODER-BACHMAN ENSEMBLE BAND METHOD
AUTHORS. , . Claude Smith, Paul Yoder, Harold Bachman
PUBLISHER, . Neil A. Kjos Music Company
ADDRESS. . .
COPYRIGHT .

Brusse Highway, Park RUge, Illinois
1939, PAGES 6l, COST Conductor ^l.OO^Farbs ^.75

Rhythmic Content;

The basic note values and their respective

rests from the whole note through the l6th note are well presented.
Dotted quarter notes, dotted 8th notes and triplet figures are also
well presented.

Several exercises provide training in rhjrthm patterns.

The basic time signatures of h/h, 3/14, 2/U, 6/8 and Alia Breve
time are all well covered.

There is no training in 3/8 time.

There is good training in tied notes, but syncopation is used
only once,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Melodic Content;

Most of the Melodic Content consists of

familiar nursery rhymes and folk songs.

In the back of the book there

are 3 harmonized pieces which were evidently composed for this method.
The melodies progressively provide training in new fingerings,
rhythmic problems, slurs, phrasing, djmamics, tempo and expression.
Except for rhythmic texture these melodies do not appreciably
advance in difficulty.

To illustrate this, some of the melodies toward

the end of the method are "Three Blind Mice", "Humpty Dumpty", and
"Hickory Dickory Dock",
RATING - Fair - 2 points
-85-

-86Basic Musicianship:

Basic rudiments are explained as they are

introduced and many common musical terms are listed in the back of the
book.

In addition, there are 8 lessons or tests in basic theory, which

contain instruction in notation, note values, clef signs, time signa
tures, accidentals, ledger lines and enharmonic notes.
Good training is provided in phrasin?;, slurs, dynamics, tempo
and expression.
Harmonic training is started in duets and progresses to full band
arrangements.
RATING - Excellent - h points
Suitability to Individual Instruments;

All instruments are

started on concert F within the easy limits of their ranges.

The clari

net and bassoon are started on open fingerings which gives the students
no chance to secure a firm grip on their instruments.

Brass instruments

are started in the lower part of their ranges, but they soon begin to
expand toward the middle register.
Several exercises provide training in lip slurs and register
slurs.

At no time are the students forced into the difficult ranges

of their instruments.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Key Variety;
E flat.

Most of the material is in concert F, B flat and

Concert C, A flat and D flat are introduced, but they are used

only U or 5 times each.

There is no training in concert G or D.

Several exercises provide training in scales and the major scales
from G through D flat are included on one page.

Good training; is pro

-87vided in chromatics, accidentals and enharmonic tones.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Conductor's Manual;

This manual contains no fingering charts,

fingerings for new notes or explanations of the problems peculiar to
each instrument.

A few brief teaching suggestions are given with some

of the exercises.
All unison material is written on a single line with the drum
part and the piano accompaniment written below.

Full band arrangements

are written in h lines with inadequate indications for instrumentation.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Illustrations and Format r

Each student book is provided with a

fingering chart and fingerings are given with all new notes.

However,

woodwind fingerings are not visual fingerings and are quite small and
difficult to read.
All new problems and terras are explained as they are introduced
and the common musical terms are listed in the back of the book.
Except for the new fingerings, all notation and printing are
large and easy to read,
RATING - Good - 3 points
Qviantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 9"xl2" and contain 32

There are 100 exercises of drill material plus 71 melodies.

One of these melodies is an individual solo and the last 5 melodies are
full band arrangements for program material.

In addition, there are 8

lessons or tests in basic theory and 6 scales are listed on one page.
Most of the basic problems are assigned sufficient musical

-88examples to master the problems involved,
RATING - Excellent - U points
Consistency of Development;

In general, this method progresses

moderately and is quite consistent in development throughoiat.

The

Melodic Content, however, does not appreciably advance in difficulty.
RATING - Good - 3 points
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

excellent
fa ir
excellent
good
good
poor
good
excellent
good

TOTAL POINTS

h
2
h
3
3
1
3
h
3
27

pt s«
pt s •
pt s •
pt s,
pts.
pt.
pt s.
pts.
pts .

TITLE. .

. STARTING THE BAND

AUTHOR .

. Donald J, Pease

PUBLISHER

. Pro Art Publications

ADDRESS.

. U69 Union Avenue, Westbury, Long Island, N, T.

COPYRIGHT

. 19^, PAGES 35, COST Conductor $L.50-Parts $.50

Rhythmic Content;

This method presents training in whole notes,

half notes, dotted half notes and qiiarter notes.

There is no training

in dotted quarter notes, 8th notes, l6th notes or triplet figures.
The basic time signatures of h/h and 3/U are well covered, but
there is very little training in Alia Breve time and 2/h time is used
only once.

There is no training in 6/8 and 3/8 time.

There is very little training in tied notes and there is no
training in syncopation.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

The Melodic Content consists of very simple

nursery rhymes, folk songs and melodic exercises composed for this
method.
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little development of musical ability.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Basic Musicianship;
in Basic Musicianship.

This method provides little or no training

A few basic rudiments are listed in the back of

the book, but musical terms are not explained or listed.
-89-

-90There is no training in dynamics, tempo or expression, and ever,
though phrasing, slurs and accents are introduced, they are not developed.
This is an unison method and provides very little harmonic train
ing.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Suitability to Individual Ingtrumentst

Each instrument is pro

vided with a page of preparatory notes which gives each student a chance
to learn 5 or 6 fingerings before the class begins on lesson one.

The

first lessons start all instruments on concert F within the easy limits
of their ranges.

Brass instruments are started in the lower part of

their ranges which may lead to embouchure problems when the upper regi
ster is developed.
One exercise provides training in lip slurs, but this is in the
lower register.

At no time are the students forced into the difficult

ranges of their instruments.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Key Variety;

Most of the material is in the key of B flat.

The

only other key training is in A flat which is used l5 times and F which
is used 11 times.

There is no page of scales or chromatics and the only

scales used are in the 3 keys mentioned above,
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Conductor's Manual;

This manual contains a fingering chart plus

the preparatory tones for each instrument.

Fingerings for new notes are

not given and there are no explanations of problems peculiar to each
instrument or any helpful teaching suggestions.

-91Exercise material is written in semi-open score with a separate
line for C, B flat, E flat, F and bass clef instruments and a separate
line for percussion.

Unison melodies are written on a single line and

harmonized melodies are written in closed score with no indications of
inst rimient at ion,
RATING - Fair - 2 points
Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with a

good fingering chart and the fingerings for each new note are given at
the time the note is introduced,
A few rudiments are explained in the back of the book and the U
problems which are introduced in the method are explained at the time
each problem is introduced.

There are no explanations of the common

musical terms.
Notation is large and easy to read.
RATING - Good - 3 points
Quantity of Material;
36 pages.

Student books are 5 l/2"x7" and contain

The material is divided into 113 exercises.

There are sufficient musical examples to master the few problems
in rhythmic reading introduced in this book.

However, many of the im

portant fundamentals in rhythmic reading, basic musicianship and key
training are not even introduced.

Therefore, this method does not con

tain sufficient musical examples to develop the students to an inter
mediate level,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-92Conslstency of Development;

This method is very slow and in

consistent in development and does not lead from growth to more growth.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhythmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conductor's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
poor
poor
good
poor
fair
good
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
1
1
3
1
2
3
1
1
lU

pt,
pt,
pt.
pt s.
pt.
pts.
pts.
pt •
pt ,

TITLE. . . . STEP BY STEP
AUTHORS. . . E. C. Moore and C. C, Daniel
PUBLISHER. . Carl Fischer, Incorporated
ADDRESS. . . 62 Cooper Square, New York 3j New York
COPYRIGHT. . 1935, PAGES I 6 , COST Conductor $1.00-Parbs
Rhythmic Reading;

The basic note values from the whole note

through the l6bh note are presented in this method.

The quarter rest

and the 8th rest are the only 2 rests used in this method.

There is

very little training in dotted quarter notes, l6th notes and triplet
figures and there is no training in dotted 8th notes.

There is very

little exercise or drill material in any of the rhythmic problems and
the dotted quarter note and 8th note are presented in the melodic
material without first being introduced in any rhythmic drill.
Most of the material is in I4/I4 time.
vided in 3/U, 2/h and 6/8 time.

A little training is pro

There are U exercises in 3/8 time, 2

exercises in h/8 time, 2 exercises in Alia Breve time and 1 exercise in
6/h time.
There is very little training in tied notes or syncopation.
RATING - Poor - 1 point
Melodic Content;

Most of the Melodic Content consists of melodic

exercises which have been assigned a title.
The melodies are so easy that they offer no challenge to the
students and foster very little development of musical ability.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-93-

-9UBaslc Musicianship:

This method gives no explanations of basic

rudiments or common musical terms and there is no provision t o teach
any basic theory.

There is no training in phrasing, dynamics, tempo or expression.
All of the material i s written in two and three part harmony,
PLATING - Poor - 1 point

Suitability to Individual Instruments:
include horn in F in the instrumentation.
within the easy limits of their ranges.

This method does not

All instruments are started

Brass instruments are started

and kept in the lower part of their ranges which may l®id to embouchure
problems when the middle and upper registers are developed.
This method develops an inadequate and veiy limited range for
all instruments,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

Key Variety;
flat.

Most of the material i s in concert B flat and E

Concert F i s used lU times and concert A flat i s used 10 times.

There is no training in concert C, G or D.
This method provides no training in scales or chromatics.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

Conduct or' s Manual;

This manual contains no fingering charts,

fingerings for new notes or explanations of the problems peculiar to
each instrument.

A few suggestions on posture, breathing and discipline

are given in the front of the manual.
All of the material is written in 2 lines with the piano ac
companiment below.

The 1st line is for B flat instruments and the 2nd

-95line i s for E flat instruments.

There is no part for C instruments,

bass instruments or percussion,
RATING - Poor - 1 point

Illustrations and Format;

Each student book is provided with a

fingering chart and fingerings for all new notes.

However, new fin

gerings for woodwinds are indicated by a number which corresponds to
the fingerings in the fingering chart.
There are no explanations of basic rudiments, common musical
terms or any of the problems which are presented in the material.
Notation and printing are small and difficult to read.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

Quantity of Material;
pages.

Student books are 5"x7" and contain l6

There are 86 exercises cf which ih are only 2 measures long,

l 5 are U measures long and 26 are only 8 measures long.
Most of the basic problems in rhythmic reading, key training and
basic musicianship are not assigned sufficient musical examples to
master the problems involved.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

Consistency of Development:
and limited in this method.

Development is very inconsistent

There is such a limited amotmt of material

that none of the problems presented are thoroughly developed.
RATING - Poor - 1 point

-96TOTAL OF RATINGS
Rhjrthmic Content
Melodic Content
Basic Musicianship
Suitability to Individual Instruments
Key Variety
Conduct or's Manual
Illustrations and Format
Quantity of Material
Consistency of Development

poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor

TOTAL POINTS

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to analyze the Beginning Wind In
strument Class Methods available at the time this study was done in the
Spring, 1958.
In order to analyze the methods objectively, a standard was es
tablished upon which the analyses could be based.

The standard was

divided into nine separate areas with specific criteria listed for each
area,
Each of the nine areas wal sllowed a maximum of U points.

As

each method was analyzed, i t was allotted h points for excellent, 3
points for good, 2 points for fair, or 1 point for poor according to the
extent to which the method met the requirements.

Thus, a method which

satisfied all criteria in all areas, would receive a total of 36 points.
The analyses revealed that most of the methods were extremely
deficient in terms of the criteria used.

Of the twenty-two methods

analyzed and rated, only five satisfied most of the criteria, and foTir
methods satisfied approximately half the criteria.

The remaining

thirteen methods were extremely deficient and received a rating of poor
in most of the nine areas.

The five methods which rated highest received

a total rating ranging from

2? points to 3h points.

Table I l i s t s the methods in the respective order of their total
points and shows the rating of each area for each method.

The total

points of all methods in each area are shoxm at the bottom of the table,

-97-

-98Thus, using Table I , i t is possible to make several general comparisons
of the methods,
1,

Any or all areas of each method may be compared to the
standard.

2,

Any or a l l areas of each method may be compared to any or
all of the other methods,

3,

The total points of each area may be compared to any or all
of the other areas.

Detailed comparisons can be made by referring to any of the above
areas as they are illustrated in the analyses.
Each teacher must decide for himself ^idiich of the specific areas
are of greatest importance and then select the method which serves these
areas best.

-99TABLE I
Summaiy of Analysis
U points-Excellent Rating
3 points-Good Rating

2 points-Fair Rating
1 point -Poor Rating

36 points-Total Points Possible For Each Method
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